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Subject to Change p
 resents new works by the joint winners of the prestigious President’s Prize,
awarded to Paul Bonomini, Maybelle Peters and Linda Simon for their submissions to The London
Group’s 2019 Open Exhibition. The London Group is the UK’s longest-running artists’ co-operative,
founded in 1913 with the aim of creating an independent artist-led exhibiting body to
counterbalance institutional biases.
While the three artists have diverse individual practices, for this exhibition, they each present work
that responds to the unique architecture and physical structure of The Cello Factory, forming a
connective dialogue not only between themselves, but with the building itself.
Paul Bonomini’s site-specific installation, Remnants, re-purposes materials that once formed the
fabric of a house, interweaving and suspending them within a tensioned elastic framework. The
individual components were discovered by the artist through skip-diving, a process that is
referenced and reflected by the abstracted images of skip contents that are projected onto the
installation. Bonomini’s work is primarily guided by the nature of its material, often evolving
organically from a single encounter, and, as in Remnants, returning to the source.
Maybelle Peters’ installation, Ground Provisions, expands the artist’s ongoing explorations of
identity and the African diaspora beyond her traditional digital media of film and animation, into
sculpture. Peters used a circular knitting loom for the crocheting process, allowing its form to be
determined solely by the supply of yarn, and the availability of African-Caribbean food from her
local greengrocers. The resulting installation weaves its way to the full height of the building,
simultaneously malleable and monumental.
In Linda Simon’s work, digital and analogue processes inform and infuse one another, reflecting
her interest in the relationship between women, technology and textiles. Simon’s sculptural
intervention, Limbo, is rendered through sheets of overlapping mesh, creating a mesmerising moiré
effect. This playful approach to perspective and perception can be further observed in a series of
cyanotypes, on which are encoded the names of individual wildflowers observed by the artist in her
garden during lockdown.
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Paul Bonomini
Paul Bonomini is a British sculptor, born in London where he still lives and works. His work is
driven primarily by process; casting, forging and constructing pieces in a range of materials,
including bronze, iron, concrete, glass, steel and more recently, 3D printed plastics. Paul has
exhibited extensively in the UK and internationally, including at the Venice Biennale, and he is an
elected, active member of the Royal Society of sculptors (MRSS) and The London Group.
Website: bonominisculptor.com | Instagram: paul_bonomini
Maybelle Peters
Maybelle Peters is a London based artist and filmmaker working in film and CGI. Her practice
focuses on storytelling using documentary, historical events, literature and oral narratives. She
gained her bachelors degree in Animation at Farnham where she made her first commissioned film
for BBC2. Her Channel 4 commissioned film, Mama Lou, has been shown extensively at animation
festivals including Annecy, Ottawa and the Edinburgh Film Festival as well as broadcast television.
She is the recipient of the inaugural Womxn of Colour art award.
Website: www.maybellepeters.co.uk
Linda Simon
Following a career as an IT professional, Linda graduated from the University of the Creative Arts
(UCA) with a BA (Hons) in Fine Art in 2013. She was one of seven artists to be selected for the
Platform Graduate Showcase exhibition at Turner Contemporary in 2013. She works from her
studio in Kent and is a member of London based White Noise Projects and Kent based Filaments
artists collective.
Website: lindasimon.co.uk | Instagram: linda_simon_artist
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